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ABSTRACT: Research involved in developing alternative energy sources has become a necessity to face global warming. In this
context, superconductivity is an appealing solution to enhance clean electrical energy provided that lower production costs can be
attained. By implementation of chemical solution deposition techniques and high-throughput growth methods, low-cost
nanostructured epitaxial cuprate superconductors are timely candidates. Here, we present a versatile and tunable solution method
suitable for the preparation of high-performance epitaxial cuprate superconducting films. Disregarding the renowned trifluoroacetate
route, we center our focus on the transient liquid-assisted growth (TLAG) that meets the requirement of being a greener chemical
process together with ultrafast growth rates beyond 100 nm/s. We developed a facile, fast, and cost-effective method, starting from
the synthesis of metal-propionate powders of Y, Ba, and Cu of high purity and high yields, being the precursors of the fluorine-free
solutions, which enable the chemical and microstructural nanoscale homogeneity of YBa2Cu3O7−x (YBCO) precursor films. These
solutions present endured stability and enable precise tunability of the composition, concentration, porosity, and film thickness.
Homogeneous precursor films up to thicknesses of 2.7 μm through eight layer multidepositions are demonstrated, thus establishing
the correct basis for epitaxial growth using the fast kinetics of the TLAG process. YBCO films of 500 nm thickness with a critical
current density of 2.6 MA/cm2 at 77 K were obtained, showing the correlation of precursor film homogeneity to the final YBCO
physical properties.
KEYWORDS: chemical solution deposition, fluorine-free, superconducting materials, transient liquid-assisted growth, YBa2Cu3O7−x

■ INTRODUCTION
The development of alternative energy sources has experienced
an exponential progress in the past decades, given the necessity
of reducing the environmental impact of years of fossil fuel
energy source exploitation. Superconducting materials opened
new opportunities to solve the problem of efficient electricity
transport as they uniquely display no losses in large current
transport.1−3 The discovery of high-temperature superconduc-
tors (HTS) pushed forward this technology, although many
difficulties had to be overcome.4,5 Nowadays, HTS are
promising candidates for various applications not only in
clean power energy devices, such as power cables, fault current
limiters, and transformers but also for equipment working at

ultrahigh magnetic fields (accelerators, NMR, fusion reactors)
and transport (ships, levitating trains, electrical airplanes)6 as
well as in thermoelectric technology.7−11 Successive to the
discovery of HTS, their widespread implementation was
delayed by the need to develop suitable fabrication methods
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for superconducting REBa2Cu3O7−x (REBCO, RE = Y, rare
earth element) materials,12 making them extremely appealing
for various applications due to the unprecedented high value of
the irreversibility line this system presents.4,13,14

The introduction of HTS on flexible substrate architectures
appropriate for industrialization, specifically coated conductors
(CCs), boosted their production spread, with successful
production of hundreds of meters long pieces with current
capacities in the range 500−700 A/(cm × width) of
tape.4,13,15−18 The development of CCs required adapting a
thin-film technology to a kilometer length application, with
epitaxial multilayers deposited on a long-length flexible metallic
substrate. This breakthrough would define the widespread use
of this technology, which, however, is still in its dawning given
the extremely high production costs of the currently available
technology.2,13 The techniques commonly employed for the
growth of the HTS layer are pulsed laser deposition (PLD),
metal−organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), evapo-
ration, and trifluoroacetate metal−organic decomposition−
chemical solution deposition (TFA-CSD),19 which mostly
imply expensive vacuum equipment and/or slow diffusion
kinetics. Being vapor-based or gas−solid diffusion techniques,
the low growth rates limit a cost-effective and high-throughput
manufacturing of the material.20,21

For this reason, research involved in low-cost fabrication of
YBCO superconductors based on chemical methods, dis-
regarding the need of expensive vacuum systems, led to an
innovative approach beyond the traditional TFA-CSD.19,22

Environmentally friendly non-fluorinated precursors for the
preparation of YBCO solutions were introduced, despite the
need to overcome the decomposition of BaCO3 (an
intermediate compound in YBCO formation, with its
elimination being the limiting step of the reaction) at low
temperatures.19 Recently, we demonstrated23 that using
fluorine-free solutions in a kinetically driven CSD approach,
fabrication of YBCO layers could be attained at growth rates
beyond 100 nm/s. This method, known as transient liquid-
assisted growth (TLAG) process, promotes a cost-effective,
high-throughput, and scalable growth of CC manufacturing,
which can also benefit from combinatorial approaches to
accelerate the experimentation and development of films with
high performance.24−26 The novelty of TLAG lies in the fact
that it employs a two-step nucleation mechanism in non-
equilibrium conditions, starting from the formation of a
transient liquid of Ba−Cu−O in which solid Y2O3 nano-
particles are dispersed, which occurs in a region of the phase
diagram in which, instead, solid phases (like YBCO) are
energetically favored. The Y2O3 dissolution in the transient
liquid and the high atomic mobility of Y in the liquid favor Y
diffusion toward the nucleation front of YBCO nuclei and,
thus, its ultrafast epitaxial growth through a liquid−solid
reaction.23,27,28 The driving force of this process is the Y
supersaturation in the transient liquid, a parameter strongly
controlled by the composition of the latter and easily modified
through the stoichiometry of the precursor solutions. With
TLAG being a liquid-assisted method, it disregards previously
known solid−solid reaction mechanisms described in the
literature, including solid−solid YBCO growth, a mechanism
widely accepted for the TFA-MOD route,19 and other solid−
solid crystal growth scenarios, in which precursor crystallinity
dictates the crystalline phase of the final product.29 As in
TLAG, the precursor phases react to form a transient liquid;
the loss of crystallinity in this step of the growth process results

in YBCO nucleation, showing no phase memory with its
nanocrystalline precursors. However, the requirements for the
homogeneity of the nanocrystalline precursor phases are
essential for the YBCO nucleation and its ultrafast epitaxial
growth, and a strict control on the formation of the precursor
phases is key to high-performance superconducting films. The
unique capabilities and potential of TLAG-CSD demonstrated
an ultrafast growth rate of 100 nm/s, its compatibility with
nanocomposite growth, and high critical current densities (3−
5 MA/cm2 at 77 K self-field) in films of 100 nm in thickness.23

The knowledge acquired from the previous acetate-based
fluorine-free solutions has been beneficial for the fundamental
understanding of the precursors’ role in the TLAG process.24,25

Further steps in the advancement of TLAG require higher film
thicknesses while maintaining the robustness of the process.
Here, we describe the development of a novel class of solutions
based on fluorine-free pure metal propionates, which is low-
cost, robust, scalable, and suitable for TLAG-CSD growth of
epitaxial YBCO superconducting films of high thickness with
reproducible results. Stable solutions could be reached for
various Y/Ba/Cu compositions, achieving chemical and
microstructural nanoscale homogeneity for precursor films.
This enables fine-tuning of the supersaturation conditions
during TLAG not only by varying the growth conditions but
also intrinsically through transient liquid properties and
characteristics.30 The development and optimization of this
novel class of fluorine-free solutions and the corresponding
nanoscale homogeneity of the precursor films are seen as a
requirement for the ultrafast TLAG of high-performance thick
films and CCs.
CSD is a facile, low-cost method used for the preparation of

various functional materials,19 including REBCO (RE = rare
earth elements, Y). Here, we applied CSD methodology to the
preparation of nanocrystalline precursor layers for super-
conducting YBCO films. In order to obtain thick, reproducible,
and high-performance YBCO superconducting films with
ultrafast growth rates, a novel class of metal−organic
fluorine-free solutions had to be developed for the use in the
previously pioneered TLAG-CSD process. In this article, we
describe the study that led to achieving adequate optimized
solutions for the preparation of thick YBCO superconducting
films. The progress leading to the final optimized novel class of
solutions implied a thorough study of solution rheology, which
unraveled the unique characteristics of this system. Moreover,
the optimized solutions yielded nanocrystalline precursor
layers from the first low-temperature annealing, the pyrolysis
process. A detailed microstructural study was key to identify
the correct morphology and microstructure needed for the
successful TLAG of high-performance epitaxial YBCO. Addi-
tionally, it led to the understanding of various phenomena that
take place during the pyrolysis process of the different
solutions tested. The process of optimization underwent
various stages, all of which will be described in detail: first,
the solution formulation, referring to the solution design and
preparation procedure, is determined; later, the microstructural
analyses of nanocrystalline layers yielded valuable information
on the characteristics of the precursor films, closely linked to
the rheological and chemical analysis of solutions, which
enabled us to fully understand the solution system. Finally, the
growth from optimized precursor films, which distinctly
demonstrates how fundamental the solution properties and
microstructural characteristics of the nanocrystalline precursor
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layers are to the final physical properties of the YBCO
superconducting film.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of Metal-Propionate Precursors. To synthesize

copper propionate (Cu(Prop)2) and yttrium propionate (Y(Prop)3),
CuO [copper(II) oxide, Puratronic, 99.7% (metals basis), Alfa Aesar]
and Y2O3 [yttrium(III) oxide, REacton, 99.99% (REO), Alfa Aesar]
are separately added to an excess of propionic acid (HProp) (≥99.5%,
Sigma-Aldrich). The reagent and the solvent are used without any
further purification. The reactions were conducted overnight at 140
°C under vigorous stirring until a clear, blue solution for Cu(Prop)2
and a transparent, clear solution for Y(Prop)3 was achieved. In the
case of Cu(Prop)2, excess solvent was eliminated using a rotary
evaporator (Büchi) to obtain a dry, dark-blue solid. In the case of
Y(Prop)3, precipitation of a white solid is acquired upon cooling.

For the synthesis of barium propionate (Ba(Prop)2), BaCO3
[barium (II) carbonate, 99.95% (metals basis), Alfa Aesar] is added
to a mixture of HProp and distilled water. The reagent and solvents
are used without further purification. The reaction starts as a highly
foamy, white solution, and the reaction mixture is stirred vigorously
during 24 h. Excess solvent was eliminated using a rotary evaporator
(Büchi) to obtain a transparent gel. To induce crystallization of the
solid product from the gel, the product is placed in a bath of ice and
acetone.

Finally, all three solid products were washed with diethyl ether
(Et2O, AGR, ACS, ISO, stabilized with BHT, Labbox) using a
Büchner Funnel, a necessary step to eliminate any residual HProp,
resulting in high-purity powder products (see Supporting Information
Section SI, Figure S1); through this synthetic method, we ensure
yields of above 90%.

The grain sizes of final powder products of Y(Prop)3 and
Ba(Prop)2 after manual crushing are ∼10 and ∼6 μm, respectively.
However, in the case of Cu(Prop)2, the final powder product after
manual crushing presented a large grain size, with the majority of
grains over 100 μm; moreover, the grains showed a crystal-like shape,
hindering its complete solubility in the following YBCO precursor
solution for high concentrations. Therefore, the product was grinded
using a Fritsch Pulverisette 6 mono-planetary ball mill to obtain grains
of 30 μm or lower (Figure S2).

The final products are characterized through attenuated total
reflectance (ATR)-Fourier transform infrared ( FTIR) spectroscopy
(Spectrophotometer Jasco 4700, Energy range: 300−7800 cm−1,
equipped with ATR accessory) (Figures S1 and S3), X-ray diffraction
(XRD) (Siemens D-5000) (Figure S4), nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectrometry [Bruker Advance DPX, 250 MHz (5.8 T),
characterization restricted to Ba(Prop)2 and Y(Prop)3, due to the
paramagnetic nature of Cu(II) in Cu(Prop)2] (Figures S5 and S6),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (QUANTA FEI 200 FEG-
ESEM) for the evaluation of grain size (Figure S2), and
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) coupled to FTIR using a
Mettler-Toledo thermobalance (model TGA/DSC1) (Figure S7).

YBCO Precursor Solution Preparation. The preparation of
YBCO precursor solutions follows the same procedure independent
of the stoichiometries of the solution in question. The various
stoichiometries of solutions differ in the Y−Ba−Cu ratio and are
named considering the Ba−Cu molar ratio of the transient liquid
formed during the TLAG process as follows: the YBCO-
stoichiometric mixture with a Y−Ba−Cu proportion of 1:2:3 [(2:3)
composition], a Cu-rich mixture with proportion of Y−Ba−Cu of
1:2:4.66 [(3:7) composition], and excess of Cu-rich composition
corresponding to a proportion of Y−Ba−Cu of 1:2:5.5 [(4:11)
composition]. These solutions were prepared using a mixture in the
ratio (50:50) of HProp and methanol (MeOH) [methanol, 99.9%,
anhydrous (max. 0.003% H2O), Scharlab] as solvents and the
addition of different %v/v of monoethanolamine (MEA) (purified by
redistillation, ≥99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich). The concentration of YBCO
solutions for spin-coating deposition was 1.75 M in sum of metal salts
when MEA is used, independent of the solution composition. MEA

aids complete precursor dissolution and increases the stability of
solutions and the homogeneity and thickness of the final precursor
films. If no amine additive is used, only a maximum total
concentration of 1 M in sum of salts is possible.

Metal-propionate precursors were added to the mixture of solvents
in consecutive order, allowing for the complete dissolution of each
precursor in the solution before the addition of the following one (see
the Supporting Information, Section SII, for the solution preparation
procedure).

Solutions’ rheological properties such as viscosity and contact angle
were measured with a HAAKE RheoStress RS600 from Thermo
Electron Corp and Drop Shape Analyzer DSA 100 from Krüss,
respectively (Table S1). The water content of the solutions is crucial
as it may influence the final properties of the REBCO layers; it is thus
monitored through the Karl−Fischer titration method (Nittoseiko
Analytech, Model CA-310 equipped with a VA-200 vaporizer),31 and
each solution is only used until % H2O < 2 wt %. Electron
paramagnetic resonance (Bruker ELEXYS E500 X band EPR
spectrometer) measurements were carried out on certain solutions
to examine the role of MEA.

Thin-Film Deposition, Pyrolysis, and Growth. As-prepared
YBCO precursor solutions with different compositions were
deposited via spin coating (SMA 6000 Pro, Suministro de Materiales
y Asistencia, S.L.) in a grade ISO7 clean room using spin coating at
10% humidity at a spinning rate of 6000 rpm for 2 min on single-
crystal (001) SrTiO3 (STO) substrates (CrysTech GmbH). Before
deposition, substrates undergo an annealing process at 900 °C for 5 h
to obtain flat-terraced surfaces, successively cleaned with acetone
(acetone, Multisolvent HPLC grade ACS ISO UV-VIS, Scharlab) and
methanol (methanol, Multisolvent HPLC grade ACS ISO UV-VIS
K.F., Scharlab) to eliminate any possible residues.

The pyrolysis process was done by heating in humid oxygen flow
(0.12 L/min) up to 500 °C at rates of 3−5 °C/min, followed by
cooling to room temperature. To obtain thicker precursor films,
multideposition processes were carried out repeating the above
procedure.

Finally, the growth of the final epitaxial YBCO layers through the
innovative process of TLAG on the multilayered precursor films has
been performed using a tubular furnace connected to a vacuum
system as described in the Supporting Information.

Sample Characterization. Characterization of nanocrystalline
precursor samples was performed by optical microscopy (OM) (Leica
DM1750 M) analysis to inspect homogeneity of the films as well as
reflectometry measurements (Filmetrics F50) that allow us to know
the thickness of the film through a rapid and non-destructive
technique.

Moreover, the decomposition process of these solutions has been
studied through TGA coupled to FT-IR using a Mettler-Toledo
thermobalance (model TGA/DSC1) to fully understand gas
evolution during the heat treatment, which inevitably leads to the
formation of specific phases in the final precursor layers. During this
analysis, samples were heated at a constant rate of 5 °C/min under a
dynamic atmosphere, created through a carrier gas with a flow rate of
55 mL/min and a protective gas with a flow rate of 15 mL/min.
Humid oxygen flow used in a pyrolysis process was recreated by
bubbling the carrier gas in a distilled water flask at standard
temperature and pressure (25 °C, 1 atm).

Structural Characterization. XRD on a Bruker-AXS D8
Advance diffractometer [Cu Kα equipped with a general area
detector diffraction system (GADDS)] was used to characterize the
structure and phase composition of the as-prepared precursor and
grown YBCO layers. PDF cards used for XRD peak identification
were Y2O3 (00-041-1105), CuO (00-048-1548), Cu2O (01-078-
2076), Cu (00-004-0836), BaCO3 orthorhombic (00-005-0378),
BaCO3 monoclinic (01-078-2057), and YBCO orthorhombic (04-
006-6962).

Additionally, for YBCO films, a Bruker D8 Discover system (Cu
Kα, X-ray energy = 8.049 keV) equipped with a Lynxeye XE-T
energy-dispersive one-dimensional (1D) detector measuring in two
configurations was also employed: θ−2θ geometry to evaluate epitaxy
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and grazing incidence (GI) geometry to amplify signals coming from
secondary phases, facilitating their identification.

Microstructural Characterization. The surface morphology and
composition were studied using SEM and energy-dispersive X-ray
(EDX) spectroscopy, respectively, with a QUANTA FEI 200 FEG-
ESEM.

For thickness evaluation and a deeper understanding of the
distribution and sizes of nanocrystalline phases, the microstructure of
precursor thin films was studied by means of high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (HRTEM), high-angle
annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HAADF-STEM), EDX spectroscopy, and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS). For this purpose, an FEI Tecnai F20
(S)TEM operated in both TEM and STEM modes at 200 kV,
equipped with a Gatan quantum electron energy-loss spectrometer for
EELS analyses, was used.

Pore density was evaluated from the cross-sectional STEM-
HAADF micrographs, processed with the image analysis software
ImageJ,32 where well-defined dark contrast areas were defined as
pores using the threshold tool and analyzed with the “analyze particle
function”. The average pore sizes were calculated from the histograms
of measured pore areas considering round pores.

For EELS data processing, principal component analysis (PCA)
was used in order to reduce the statistical noise in EELS spectrum
images. A reconstruction using the first 10 principal components was
performed using the weighted-PCA multivariate statistical analysis
(MSA) Plugin33 within Gatan Digital Micrograph software.

Moreover, the microstructure, atomic-defect structure, and phase
composition of grown YBCO thin films were studied using the FEI
Tecnai F20 (S)TEM operated at 200 kV as well as an FEI Titan with
an X-FEG gun, a CESCOR Cs-probe corrector, and a Gatan
TRIDIEM 866 ERS energy filter with a monochromator, operated in
the STEM mode at 300 kV.

For TEM studies, cross-sectional specimens were prepared by
conventional methods: cutting, gluing the slices face-to-face, and
thinning down by tripod mechanical polishing, followed by Ar+ ion
milling using Gatan PIPS, until electron transparency was attained.

Electrical Characterization. The critical temperature (Tc) is
calculated from electrical resistivity measurements in Van der Pauw
configuration using a quantum design physical property measurement
system (PPMS). The magnetic field dependence of the transport
critical current density (Jc) up to 9 T was also determined from the
I(V) characteristics measured in the same PPMS system, with a 10
μV/cm criterium in bridges of a width of tens of μm and a length
around 200 μm. A maximum Lorentz force configuration was applied
between the applied magnetic field and the transport current.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Novel Solution Formulation. The fundamental requisite

for the scale-up and industrial appeal of these materials is the
preparation of thick YBCO films with high performance.34−36

For this purpose, one of the crucial requirements in CSD is the
need to develop a robust solution synthesis method compatible
with spin coating and industrially scalable processes (slot die,
inkjet printing) with the possibility to tune the concentration
and rheology without compromising reproducibility, solution
stability, and homogeneity, being the final thickness of the
films directly correlated to solution rheology and the
deposition method.23,37−39

Several studies showed the use of acetates of yttrium,
barium, and copper as precursors for the preparation of
fluorine-free YBCO precursor solutions through dissolution in
HProp-based media.40−47 However, complete conversion of
acetates into propionates is never assured; specifically, in the
case of barium acetate, even in conditions of excess of HProp,
only a mixed complex of Ba-Prop-Ac can be obtained.48 The
synthesis of propionates of yttrium, barium, and copper was

found to be imperative to avoid the presence of product
mixtures in solution that may endure different decomposition
paths, hindering an optimal and reproducible result of the final
precursor films.
We developed a cost-effective, robust, and reproducible

process to prepare the three metal-propionate salts of high
purity through facile one-pot syntheses, without hazard media
that may hamper the successive preparation of high-
concentration YBCO precursor solutions. The full preparation
procedure and characterization of the propionate salts are
detailed in the Experimental Section and Supporting
Information, Section SI.
The precursors of choice for the metal propionates were

CuO, Y2O3, and BaCO3, given their low cost and high purity
commercially available. Indeed, when compared to the
respective acetate salts, a large cost-wise difference is observed,
with the most notable being the case of copper precursors
where a cost decrease of at least a factor 10 is achieved.
The initial step in the development of the novel fluorine-free

solution for YBCO films was the preparation of a saturated
solution employing the newly synthesized metal-propionate
precursors. It must be taken into account that the first
optimization effort was focused on the (3:7) composition, then
successively adapted to the (2:3) and (4:11) compositions. We
will concentrate on the case of (3:7) composition solutions, if
not specified differently, as previous studies in our group
showed this stoichiometry to enhance epitaxial growth of
YBCO in TLAG.23,49 Further details regarding solution
composition nomenclature are available in the Experimental
Section.
Simple addition of the three metal-propionate salts in a

mixture of propionic acid and methanol (50:50) yielded a
solution of 1 M in sum of salts as the maximum concentration
(the full procedure is described in the Experimental Section),
given the limited solubility of Cu(Prop)2 in these media.
Despite being stable during several months and allowing us to
prepare homogeneous, crack-free precursor films, this solution
resulted in layers of merely 100 nm thickness (Figure S8a).
Therefore, the development of a specific protocol for the
formulation and synthesis of a high-concentration solution
incorporating an additive was considered. Nevertheless, our
system required a careful selection of the additive to avoid its
interference in the correct formation of the nanocrystalline
precursor layer. Typically, the use of the additive should aid in
obtaining homogeneous precursor layers of low porosity,
which additionally should be suitable for multideposition.
Thus, the chemical requirements for the additive choice

were as follows: first, it must aid in increasing Cu(Prop)2
solubility in the media used, by the formation of a complex
with Cu(Prop)2. For this reason, a possible candidate was a
compound from the amine family due to the renowned
capability and easiness of Cu−N complex formation.50 Second,
the chemical formula of the compound chosen was
fundamental as a high C number creates an excess of C in
the film, which makes it more prone to form the undesired
monoclinic BaCO3 phase, observed to be formed when
insufficient CO2 elimination during the pyrolysis occurs, as
will be shown subsequently. Additionally, BaCO3 monoclinic
phase was demonstrated to delay the BaCO3 decomposition in
the successive growth process.38,51 Therefore, a short C-chain
should be ideal. Third, it must decompose during the pyrolysis
process and constitute part of the intricate metal−organic
skeleton in a way to properly release the strain to avoid
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cracking.38,39,52 Consequently, considering all restrictions, the
best amine additive selected was MEA. It fulfilled all the
previous conditions, and furthermore, being an aminoalcohol,
it contains an −OH functional group together with an −NH2

functional group, bearing possible stabilization through H-
bonds, apart from feasibility for complexation.
The final optimization of the novel propionate-based

solution preparation protocol is described in the Supporting

Figure 1. OM images and XRD patterns of nanocrystalline precursor samples with two layers of (a,b) (2:3) composition using 1.75 M + 4.3%v/v
MEA solution, (c,d) (3:7) composition using 1.75 M + 4%v/v MEA solution, and (e,f) (4:11) composition using 1.75 M + 4%v/v MEA solution and
one layer of (g,h) (3:7) composition using excess MEA, in this case, 1.75 M + 8%v/v MEA solution, respectively. The thickness for two layers is in
the range of 700−850 nm for all the three compositions.
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Information, Section SII. We successfully reached a concen-
tration of 1.75 M (sum of metals concentration) with 4%v/v
MEA for a (3:7) composition in a solvent mixture of 50:50
HProp/MeOH, with this solvent mixture being a compromise
for solubility and layer thickness. This solution was found to
yield single layers of high thickness (as shown in Figure S8)
and to be suitable for multideposition, as will be demonstrated
in the next section. Additionally, it was also adapted to scalable
deposition techniques such as inkjet printing and slot die
coating. However, it is relevant to discuss several fundamental
aspects that were encountered during solution optimization.
The XRD analyses of layers prepared by using this solution,

shown in Figure 1a−f, exhibit the desired precursor phases for
TLAG:BaCO3 (mainly in its orthorhombic phase), CuO, and

Y2O3, confirming the promising prospect of this class of
solutions for the growth of thick and robust YBCO films.
From Figure 1, it is evident that this solution can provide

smooth, crack-free films for all three compositions, that is,
(2:3), (3:7), and (4:11), with their respective optimum
quantity of MEA. Figure 1g,h demonstrates that for (3:7)
composition, when an excessive amount of MEA is added
(here, 8%v/v MEA), we observe morphologic irregularities of
the film surface, and XRD analysis displays the formation of
undesired phases: BaCO3 is found only in its monoclinic phase
and copper is majorly present as metallic Cu (Cu(0)). These
phases are detrimental for YBCO nucleation and growth as
BaCO3 monoclinic has a slower decomposition pathway than
its orthorhombic phase;53 additionally, metallic Cu is subject

Figure 2. Cross-sectional low-magnification HAADF-STEM images of (3:7) precursor thin films deposited using 1.75 M + 4%v/v MEA solution
with (a) two layers, (b) four layers, and (c) eight layers. Magnified STEM-HAADF images displaying similar thicknesses of individual layers for (d)
two layers, (e) four layers, and (f) eight layers. (g−i) Pore density analysis using ImageJ from the red rectangular regions in (d−f), respectively,
where pores are colored in red for quantification. (j−l) Histograms of pore areas, used to calculate the average pore sizes.
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to strong coarsening phenomena and, in our system, it is
seldom reoxidized to CuO,51 thus hindering the homogeneous
formation of the transient liquid of Ba−Cu−O and the
subsequent TLAG process. The optimization for the (2:3)
composition is shown in Figure S9e−i, where it is also
interesting to confirm how a mere 0.2%v/v MEA difference
from the optimum quantity can greatly alter the morphology of
the sample. Hence, it is worth stressing how crucial the correct
amount of additive is to our final objective not only for
morphological reasons but also for the microstructural
perspective: the addition of high quantities of MEA on one
side undoubtedly favors dissolution of the precursor salts in the
solution, but this must contemporarily give rise to high-quality
precursor films with the desired nanoscale homogeneity
required for the growth of TLAG films of high performance.
Thus, a compromise between solution preparation and the
final result of the pyrolysis process needs to be found.
Consequently, upon optimization, successful, reproducible,

fully dissolved, and stable solutions could be achieved for
several Y/Ba/Cu compositions, which yield smooth, high-
quality, crack-free, thick precursor layers (400 nm for one
single layer), with desired nanocrystalline precursor phases. We
also achieved thicker films using multilayered samples
deposited by spin coating, as shown in Figure 2; moreover,
all films present the microstructural characteristics needed for
the TLAG process, as will be further analyzed in the next
section. Additionally, this solution was also found to be
compatible with inkjet printing and multilayered depositions
by slot die coating on metallic substrates.

Microstructural Analysis of Nanocrystalline Layers.
Microstructural investigation of the precursor films by various
techniques of electron microscopy shows that the films of three
Y/Ba/Cu compositions with optimized MEA quantities have
similar characteristics: smooth surfaces, homogeneous distri-
bution of desired nanocrystalline phases, and high thicknesses
of the multideposition layers [Figures 2 and 3 for (3:7)
composition and Figures S10 and S11 for (2:3) and (4:11)
compositions, respectively]. As shown in Figure 2, multi-
deposition did not affect in any way the final quality and
microstructure integrity of the multipyrolyzed sample, and the
thickness of each individual layer was maintained. The cross-
sectional HAADF-STEM images display that samples with two
layers result in 800 ± 40 nm thick films, samples of four layers
reach 1.5 ± 0.02 μm in thickness, and most remarkably,
samples of eight layers yield a final thickness of 2.7 ± 0.06 μm,
implying no loss of homogeneity or differences in the
nanocrystalline matrix (Figure 2), evidencing that the limit is
yet to be reached.
In detail, the low-magnification HAADF-STEM images

exhibit the smooth surfaces for all three (3:7) precursor thin
films along with their respective thicknesses (Figure 2a−c).
Moreover, Figure 2d−f reveals that CuO nanocrystals are
homogeneously distributed within a BaCO3 matrix, with no
segregations or interfaces, an ideal situation for a successful
epitaxial growth of YBCO. In fact, segregated CuO interlayers
at the interfaces of different layers in multiple depositions with
intermediate pyrolysis are a common downside, especially
widespread in the TFA route.38 In Figure 2g−l, through the

Figure 3. (a) HAADF-STEM image of a two-layer (3:7) precursor film deposited using 1.75 M + 4%v/v MEA solution. Elemental EELS maps of
(b) Cu-L edge, (c) Ba-M edge, and (d) O-K edge; (e) composite EELS map of Cu (blue) and Ba (yellow) from the red rectangular region in (a).
(f−h) HRTEM images collected from different regions of the precursor film, displaying the individual sizes and the presence of all precursor phases
in the same area, which exhibit a homogeneous distribution.
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HAADF-STEM image analysis using the software ImageJ,
estimated pore densities as low as 1 ± 0.2, 1.15 ± 0.1, and 1.08
± 0.2% are determined for precursor films with two, four, and
eight layers, respectively. These low-porosity precursor films
benefit from a fast BaCO3 and CuO reaction to the transient
liquid but could probably be at the limit where gas transport
(out-diffusion of CO2/CO and diffusion of O2) is hindered
during the pyrolysis to ensure the nanocrystalline phase
mixture desirable, as discussed below.
Further elemental analysis on these precursor films is

performed through EELS, where elemental maps of CuL2,3,
BaM4,5, and OK reveal high homogeneity of these precursor
phases at the nanoscale (Figure 3a−e). A complementary
compositional analysis is conducted availing EDX spectroscopy
(Figure S12), and Y, Ba, and Cu STEM−EDX cross-sectional
elemental maps also confirm the uniform distribution of
nanocrystalline phases. The spatial distribution, crystalline

state, and sizes of precursor phases could be determined
through the analysis of HRTEM images. All three nanocrystal-
line phases, that is, BaCO3, CuO, and Y2O3, are distinctly
identified in multiple HRTEM images corroborating a robust
solution composed of these precursor intermediates, with
typical diameters of 10−30 nm for orthorhombic BaCO3, 5−7
nm for monoclinic BaCO3, and 10−25 nm for CuO, and the
diameters of Y2O3 remain as small as 5−6 nm (Figure 3f−h).
With TLAG being an ultrafast liquid-assisted process, the small
size and homogeneous distribution of the nanocrystalline
precursors greatly favor homogeneous and fast liquid
formation by easing atomic mobility, promoting high epitaxial
layers at ultrafast growth rates. Likewise, as the majority of
BaCO3 is present in the orthorhombic phase, it is advanta-
geous due to its straightforward reaction with nanocrystalline
CuO in the following TLAG process.

Figure 4. (a) Cross-sectional low-magnification HAADF-STEM image of a single-layer (3:7) precursor thin film with a solution of 1.75 M + 8%v/v
MEA (excess of MEA). (b) Magnified HAADF-STEM image demonstrating the thickness of the layer to be 580 ± 40 nm. (c) HRTEM image
displaying the presence of metallic Cu and monoclinic BaCO3. (d) Elemental EELS maps of Cu-L edge, Ba-M edge, and O-K edge and composite
EELS map of Cu (blue)−Ba (yellow) and Cu (blue)−O (yellow), confirming the metallic Cu NPs. (e) Pore density analysis using ImageJ from the
red rectangular region in (b), where pores are colored in red for quantification. Histograms of pore area are used to calculate the average pore sizes.
(f) XRD patterns of MEA excess samples which underwent pyrolysis processes at different temperatures.
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Besides, from the TEM analysis of the precursor film
prepared with a solution 1.75 M + 8%v/v MEA (excess of
MEA) (Figure 4), it is evident how adverse an excess of MEA
is to our purpose. In spite of the thickness being higher than in
the case of a sample with optimized MEA quantity (∼200 nm
more), the microstructure differs completely, as shown in the
HAADF-STEM images in Figure 4a,b. HRTEM confirms the
presence of metallic Cu, along with monoclinic BaCO3 in
majority (Figure 4c), as previously observed in the use of
acetate-based precursor solutions.54 In fact, the varying sizes of
metallic Cu between 10 and 100 nm result in enlarged
inhomogeneity of each precursor phase in the film. The
elemental EELS maps (in Figure 4d) reveal that the phases are
segregated in specific areas of the precursor layer, with large
grains of metallic Cu in the lower part, followed by an area of
mainly BaCO3 monoclinic and superficial individual dense
layers of CuO and BaCO3 on top. Through the HAADF-
STEM image analysis using ImageJ, a pore density of mere
0.49 ± 0.15% is estimated (Figure 4e), where the pores are
inhomogeneously distributed in the film and the segregated
CuO top layer contains almost no pores. Figure 4f shows XRD
analyses of MEA excess sample precursor at different
temperatures for a thorough understanding of the phase
formation during the pyrolysis process. It is clear that until the
final part of the process, there is an amorphous nature of the
film, with no distinction in crystalline phases relative to copper,

indicating that the reduction of copper species does not
coincide with the decomposition of Cu(Prop)2, which should
be initiated after solvent evaporation, as early as 150 °C.54 At
400 °C, the crystallization of Cu2O takes place, and at the final
temperature of 500 °C, corresponding to the complete
decomposition of all the species involved, the intense peaks
of BaCO3 monoclinic are the only ones deriving from the
complete decomposition of Ba(Prop)2. However, the species
relative to copper are now CuO and, in majority, metallic Cu.
Therefore, the reduction of Cu2O to metallic Cu occurs at the
final stage of the pyrolysis process. It is in our opinion that the
higher thickness and extremely low porosity of the film (Figure
4) severely diminished the O2/CO2/CO transport, thus
impeding CO2 elimination from the internal part of the
layer: with the CO2 and CO release from the decomposition of
Ba(Prop)2,

54 the strongly reducing CO media locally created
would be responsible for the reduction of CuO to Cu2O and
finally metallic Cu through the reaction CuO + CO → Cu +
CO2. The latter redox reaction seems to coincide with the
temperature range corresponding to Ba(Prop)2 decomposition,
when the highest amount of CO2 and CO (due to
decomposition of intermediate barium oxalate55,56) should
be released inside the film, confirming our hypothesis. This is
also in agreement with the fact that CuO is only found in the
surface area of the film (Figure 4d), most exposed to the
oxygen flux, and the most reduced phases of Cu are segregated

Figure 5. Estimation of pore density using image analysis of HAADF-STEM via ImageJ for (a) no MEA (3:7), (b) 1.75 M + 4.3%v/v MEA (2:3),
(c) 1.75 M + 4%v/v MEA (3:7), (d) 1.75 M + 4%v/v MEA (4:11), and (e) 1.75 M + 8%v/v MEA (3:7), where pores are colored in red for
quantification. (f) Plot of porosity and average pore sizes for all samples.
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in its lowest part (from where there is CO2 out-diffusion or
CO2 or O2 diffusion into the film): considering Fick’s law of
diffusion57 when the thickness of a film is increased, the ability
of CO2 to reach the surface of the layer and thus be expelled
decreases importantly. In the specific case of MEA excess, the
extremely low porosity additionally complicates CO2 expulsion
from the film, thus contributing to the experimental result
obtained.
Through the HAADF-STEM image analysis using ImageJ,

an estimation of the pore density can be performed and
average pore sizes can be calculated using the histograms
mentioned in Figures 2j−l, 4e, and S10d and S11e. A
comparison of pore density analysis for each sample is
shown in Figure 5, which implies a significant reduction
upon addition of MEA for the same composition (3:7), and it
also decreases with the increase of the amount of copper in the
composition (Figure 5a−d). A similar trend can be found for
the average pore sizes as well. Moreover, increasing the amount
of MEA above the optimum value is followed by an
inhomogeneous pore distribution, displaying almost no pores
in the top CuO segregated layer and an extremely low degree
of porosity in the lower part of the film, along with small
average sizes (Figure 5e,f). The significant reduction in
porosity and smaller sizes of pores in the sample with excess
of MEA are seen to hinder the O2/CO2/CO gas transport
during pyrolysis, resulting in metallic Cu and monoclinic
BaCO3 phases (Figure 4f). Nonetheless, the low degree of
porosity (in the range of ∼1−2%) for the optimized samples is
expected to be of great advantage for the epitaxial growth of
YBCO through TLAG, suggesting once again the beneficial
nature of MEA. Notice the high porosity of layers without
MEA added in the solution, and for the extreme case, samples
prepared through the TFA route38 (Figures 5f, S13), a rather
reduced porosity could be reached with the novel propionate-
based solution developed, ensuring a homogeneous nano-
crystalline mixture of CuO, Y2O3, and mainly orthorhombic
BaCO3 phases in the precursor films.

Rheological and Chemical Analysis of the Precursor
Solutions. At this stage, we want to disentangle several
aspects of this novel solution that provide its beneficial
physico-chemical characteristics, mainly associated directly or
indirectly to the role of MEA. Figure 6a displays a series of
viscosity measurements conducted on solutions of two
concentrations, 1 M and 1.75 M, in sum of metals. It is

evident that an increase in MEA content strongly increases the
viscosity of the solution in both cases. As the concentration
and viscosity of the solutions are directly correlated with the
resulting precursor film thickness, the addition of MEA to our
system is definitely of great benefit to the purpose of increasing
the final thickness. However, as shown in the previous sections,
only a well-defined value of MEA worked to our advantage,
forcing us to find a compromise between solution rheology and
precursor film quality.
Previous studies of CSD have shown that YBCO film quality

is strongly affected by the water content in the solutions
beyond a certain threshold,58 usually established to be
approximately 1.5% wt for full fluorine and 2% wt for low
fluorine or fluorine-free solutions, resulting in continuous
monitoring of the solution through the Karl−Fischer titration
method.59 As this class of solutions uses a mixture of HProp
and MeOH (50:50) as solvents, they are inevitably subject to
Fischer esterification,60,61 producing H2O as a by-product of
this reaction. Figure 6b shows the H2O wt % evolution of two
(3:7) composition solutions over time, one of which contains
MEA in optimized quantity. The clear difference in slope of
the H2O wt % trends can be ascribed to the presence of the
amine additive. When an amine is added to an acid, the
deprotonation of the acid occurs, forming a carboxylate,
contemporarily to the formation of the protonated amine. As
Fischer esterification sees its first step in the protonation of the
carbonyl group of the acid, fundamental to activate its C for
the successive nucleophilic attack by the alcohol to form the
tetrahedral intermediate, the formation of a carboxylate deters
this protonation and thus the whole reaction to occur (reaction
mechanism shown in Figure S14). Evidently, as the quantity of
acid in solution is in enormous excess with respect to the
quantity of amine, the reaction is only slowed down and not
completely hampered. Still, the addition of 4%v/v of MEA in
the solution increases by a factor 3 the time to reach the
criterion of 2 wt %. It is important to notice that a dedicated
study of the effect of water content in this novel solution to
demonstrate if this previously imposed threshold can be
increased is still pending.
The esterification reaction was also corroborated by an

NMR analysis on the mixture of solvents. This analysis had to
be conducted solely on the solvents disregarding complete
YBCO precursor solutions due to the paramagnetic nature of
copper, which hinders a high-quality resolution in standard

Figure 6. (a) Viscosity measurements with varying quantities of MEA for (3:7) solutions of 1 M and 1.75 M concentrations. (b) Evolution of H2O
wt % over time for (3:7) solutions with and without MEA, measured using the Karl−Fischer titration method.
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NMR conditions. For this reason, we analyzed an immediately
prepared mixture of HProp and MeOH (50:50) and a mixture
of the same solvents with the addition of a 4%v/v MEA. The
NMR of the as-prepared solutions promptly showed the
difference between the two cases (Figures S15−S18). In the
solution where no additive was present, the peak of the ester
was identified, indicating the immediate occurrence of Fischer
esterification, whereas in the solution in which the amine
additive was used, this peak was not observed. The repetition
of the measurement on these solutions after 1 week from
preparation showed the increase of the ester peak in the case
without MEA as well as the appearance of a low-intensity peak
of the ester in the solution with the amine additive. By
correlating the area of the −CH3 peak of the ester to the −CH3
peak of MeOH, we could estimate the quantity of ester
formed. On the day of preparation, the solution without MEA
showed 4% of ester (with respect to MeOH), whereas this
increased up to 21% after 8 days. The solution with MEA
started at 0% on the day of preparation and increased to only a
4% upon remeasurement after 8 days, confirming that the
production rate of H2O in solutions is strongly reduced with
the amine additive.
Another fundamental aspect to be investigated is the reason

for which a higher solution concentration is reached by the
addition of MEA, in concurrence with higher solubility of
Cu(Prop)2 in the solvent mixture. In order to explore the
possibility of a complex formation in solution, EPR was used
(Figure 7) as, in this context, it can provide valuable
information on the interaction between the electrons of the
copper atom with those of its neighboring nuclei, the in-plane
coordinated ligands. The analysis, as for the previous studies,
was conducted on two solutions: Cu(Prop)2 in a 50:50 mixture
of HProp and MeOH, and the same solution with addition of
MEA in a molar ratio of Cu/MEA = 1:0.61 (corresponding to
the molar ratio in an optimized solution of 1.75 M + 4%v/v
MEA). Both solutions had a concentration of 1 M; therefore,
the only difference was the presence of MEA. The EPR spectra
display a major difference between the two cases (Figure 7a).
In the case of the solution without the amine additive, we
obtained the classic EPR spectrum for a Cu2+ octahedral
elongated complex, with values of gII = 2.358 and AII = 141

cm−1 × 10−4. The spectrum obtained for the solution where
MEA is added differs distinctly as it is possible to identify the
contribution of two species to the spectrum, responsible for an
evident splitting of the bands; the first species has values of gII
= 2.355 and AII = 141.9 cm−1 × 10−4, whereas the second has
gII = 2.307 and AII = 141.1 cm−1 × 10−4. The graph in Figure
7b (adapted62−64) correlates these two values for each case to
a specific coordination arrangement for various copper
complexes. As expected, the solution without the amine
additive shows an in-plane coordination of the copper
exclusively to four oxygen atoms, coming from the four
propionate groups, as no nitrogen atoms are present in this
solution. On the contrary, the solution containing MEA
displays the contemporary existence of two species in solution,
one in which the copper shows in-plane coordination to four
oxygen atoms, as in the previous case, and a second one where
the in-plane coordination with the copper is produced by two
oxygen atoms and two nitrogen atoms. This demonstrates the
formation of a complex with MEA; furthermore, as the MEA is
not in stoichiometric quantity with the Cu(Prop)2, it gives a
reason for the concomitant existence of two species in solution.
Therefore, we believe that this may explain the higher
solubility of Cu(Prop)2 when MEA is employed, allowing for
a higher concentration due to the formation of a complex Cu−
MEA, more stable in solution than Cu(Prop)2 alone. Efforts on
crystallizing and identifying this compound are beyond the
scope of this article.
The final step to have a full overview on the novelty of these

fluorine-free solutions is the study of their decomposition
through thermogravimetric analysis coupled to FT-IR (TG-
FTIR). The decomposition of this type of metal−organic
precursors occurs via the removal of volatile species (small
organic molecules such as propionic acid, acetaldehyde) which
leave behind a solid residue. TG-FTIR is a technique which
allows both to register the mass loss coming from the
decomposition of the solutions/films when subjected to a heat
treatment as the one used in the pyrolysis process and to
analyze the infrared stretching of the volatiles generated in situ.
For that study, YBCO precursor solutions with and without
the amine additive were analyzed. The solutions without amine
had a concentration in sum of salts of 1 M, whereas the

Figure 7. (a) EPR spectra of a mixture of HProp and MeOH (50:50) and Cu(Prop)2 without MEA (black) and with 4%v/v MEA (blue). The inset
shows the magnified bands. (b) Graph of possible coordination arrangements for various copper complexes depending on AII and gII values
(adapted62−64).
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solutions with amine were the optimized ones for (3:7) and
(2:3) compositions (1.75 M + 4%v/v MEA and 1.75 M +
4.3%v/v MEA, respectively). The samples were prepared
through drop casting of a solution on 10 × 10 mm LaAlO3
(LAO) substrates. To ensure representativeness between
samples of different concentrations, similar initial masses
were used (exact mass values are mentioned in the Supporting
Information, Section SIV). Thorough thermogravimetric
studies and understanding of YBCO precursor solutions have
been described earlier for fluorinated65,66 and non-fluorinated

solutions.54 The results from the present solutions indicate that
the TG decomposition profile for the amine cases has an
evidently less abrupt mass loss than the cases without the
amine additive, which instead present an important mass loss
around 240−250 °C, corresponding to the end of the
Cu(Prop)2 decomposition. This temperature range matches
with the moment where crack formation is favored54 (Figures
S19−S22). This particular decomposition profile justifies that
films from solutions with amine are strongly robust against
crack formation up to the film thickness studied, improving the

Figure 8. (a) 2D-scan GADDS XRD, (b) ω-scan, (c) SEM image, (d) low-magnification HAADF-STEM image, (e) intermediate-magnification
HAADF-STEM image, (f) HR-STEM image of c-YBCO/STO interface, and (g) Jc(H) (Tc is shown in the inset) of a (3:7) composition c-YBCO
thin film deposited using 1.75 M + 4%v/v MEA solution, grown at 835 °C, by performing a PO2 jump from 10−5 to 10−3 bar.
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quality of the layers. Notice that for amine-free solutions, a
tendency to generate cracks was observed when the film
thickness increases.38

Additionally, in both cases (Figure S23), the mass loss is in
agreement with the expected one from a dried precursor
solution (43% with MEA and 47% without MEA). Since the
amount of MEA is very small, the volatiles detected are very
similar and are in agreement with the expected ones in a humid
O2 atmosphere. In particular, decomposition in this atmos-
phere takes place through evolution of propionic acid coming
from the hydrolysis mechanism of the copper and yttrium
carboxylates,54,67 which in part overlaps with the oxidation
path at higher temperatures (220−300 °C) and generates
mostly acetaldehyde and CO2. The last CO2 peaks, in the
300−500 °C temperature range, can be ascribed to the
oxidation of the barium salt, which is stable until 280−300
°C.55 Similar analysis has been conducted for the case of (2:3)
composition solutions (Figure S24). If we compare the (2:3)
composition with the (3:7) composition, we can notice that
these films (Figures S20 and S22, respectively) are harder to
dry, and thus, the propionic acid coming from the initial
evaporation stage (before 160 °C) overlaps much more with
the same acid coming from the hydrolysis path of the salts in a
humid atmosphere. This could be a consequence of the higher
viscosity of this solution composition as well as the resulting
thickness due to the different deposition method. Finally,
notice that the variation of the Cu/Ba ratio affects the amount
of CO2 evolving: in the decomposition region of the barium
salt (300−500 °C), the CO2 peaks are more intense in the
(2:3) composition (Figure S20) with respect to the (3:7)
composition, shown in Figure S22.

Growth from Optimized Nanocrystalline Precursor
Layers. Ultimately, samples prepared by using this novel class
of optimized fluorine-free propionate-based solutions were
grown through the TLAG process in PO2 (more details in the
Supporting Information, Section SV) using various growth
conditions to test for their suitability for the TLAG process.
High-performance epitaxial YBCO superconducting layers
could be produced in a reproducible manner (Figures 8 and
S25), suggesting promising opportunities for further optimiza-
tion of the TLAG process using these innovative solutions.
The details from growth of samples deriving from different
solution compositions, TLAG process parameters, and
modifications required for thicker films are beyond the scope
of this article. However, in this section, we demonstrate that
growth of high-performance YBCO superconducting layers
through TLAG is possible using the optimized solution and
homogeneous nanocrystalline precursor layers described in the
previous sections of this article.
Figure 8 shows the example of a (3:7) composition sample,

grown through the TLAG PO2 route. The texture and quality
of the epitaxy are indicative of a high-performance film as
shown by 2D-scan GADDS XRD (Figure 8a) and a Δω value
of 0.18 (Figure 8b) (a Δφ value of 0.61, not shown here),
respectively. The morphology observed through SEM (Figure
8c) shows a flat surface of epitaxial YBCO, with the excess of
CuO (coming from the copper excess in this specific
composition) expelled to the surface homogeneously dis-
tributed and displaying the same morphology on the surface of
the entire sample.
The low-magnification cross-sectional HAADF-STEM

image (Figure 8d) displays a smooth surface with very few
small-sized secondary phases. Figure 8e shows an intermediate-

magnification HAADF-STEM image, displaying a dense
YBCO film without any pores and with an estimated thickness
of ∼400 nm. The HR-STEM image (Figure 8f) of YBCO/
STO interface confirms the c-axis epitaxial growth of YBCO on
STO along with stacking faults due to Y248 intergrowths in the
YBCO layer. The critical current density (Jc) (Figure 8g) is
high: 20 MA/cm2 at 5 K and 2.6 MA/cm2 at 77 K for a final
thickness of the layer of 400 nm. Contrarily, when a sample
which presents unfavorable nanocrystalline precursor phases
(deposited from an excess of MEA solution, i.e., 1.75 M +
8%v/v MEA) is grown in the same conditions, the resulting
physical properties are seen to be strongly affected by the low
epitaxy that the film presents (Figure S26). Nonetheless, for
samples deriving from optimized solutions, the main obstacle
to current percolation is the presence of secondary phases
(EDX maps, Figure S27) creating discontinuities of the
epitaxial YBCO layer and therefore preventing higher Jc values
to be obtained. However, upon optimization of the TLAG
process, we are certain that high-performance samples of high-
thickness YBCO can be produced through the use of these
solutions in the innovative and promising framework of TLAG.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Through a meticulous process of optimization, we have
demonstrated the development of a novel class of solutions
based on metal propionates of yttrium, barium, and copper,
suitable for the preparation of high-performance epitaxial
YBCO superconductors.
By synthesizing propionates of yttrium, barium, and copper,

we can successfully eliminate the possibility of mixtures of
products deriving from the incomplete conversion of acetate
precursors in the solvent media. Moreover, the synthetic
process is facile, only including one-pot syntheses, resulting in
high-purity products with high yields, and, most importantly, it
is extremely cost-effective as compared with commercially
available acetate precursors.
Making use of these metal-propionate precursors, a novel

class of fluorine-free solutions for TLAG-CSD of YBCO films
was developed through the introduction of MEA as an additive
to our system. We proved the great advantage of the use of
MEA in aiding the dissolution of Cu(Prop)2 through the
formation of a Cu−MEA complex and hence the increase in
concentration and viscosity. This subsequently results in an
enhancement of the precursor layers’ thickness by a factor 4
with respect to films obtained from solutions in which MEA is
not employed. However, it was demonstrated that the
optimization of MEA content was crucial to obtain nanoscale
homogeneous precursor layers with the necessary character-
istics for TLAG: in fact, the extreme case of excess of MEA was
a clear illustration of the adverse microstructural conditions for
our purpose, even though, if only solution rheology was
considered, the excess of MEA enhanced importantly the rapid
dissolution of the precursors and increased considerably
solution viscosity and thus the thickness of the precursor
layers.
Microstructural characterization by TEM analysis was the

key element to a deep understanding of the behavior of the
system, shedding light on the fundamental data about the
microstructure, such as identification and sizes of the
nanocrystalline intermediate phases and their homogeneity,
spatial distribution, and porosity. All of them have been
essential for the successful development of high-quality and
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high-thickness precursor layers deriving from this novel class of
solutions.
Solution rheology and thermal studies unraveled the

mechanisms and characteristics of the solutions through the
use of various techniques, further highlighting the effectiveness
of the amine additive.
Finally, we demonstrated the success of this solution in the

growth of TLAG YBCO layers from the texture quality to the
superconducting properties, given the nanoscale chemical and
microstructural homogeneity of the precursor films obtained
with this solution. We believe that further research will lead to
a detailed comprehension of the innovative TLAG process for
the fabrication of thick REBCO layers and CCs.
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